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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) recently completed its migration to Lightning Experience, with sales users automatically
moving to Lightning. This initiative was a massive undertaking by UC, as it had a tremendous amount of legacy
functionality migrated over to Lightning from Classic. The CIO would like to make sure that UC is able to track adoption
of the migrated functionality over from Classic to Lightning and what specifically was migrated. 

Which two proposals should a Solution Architect recommend? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Provide the CIO the ability to roll back all changes once they feel Lightning is not adequate for their needs. 

B. Track Adoption Rates within the Lightning Usage, and monitor a change in metrics within existing reports and
dashboards. 

C. Provide the CIO a list of the User Stories around the new functionality and the Gap Analysis done between Classic
and Lightning. 

D. Align with the CIO around the fact that while the functionality has been migrated, the data created between Classic
and Lightning will remain exactly the same. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

During a B2B multi-cloud implementation, an executive sponsor from Universal Containers (UC) approaches the
Solution Architect to discuss ongoing support and new functionality that will be rolled out to support UC. The current 

implementation supports Experience Cloud, Service Cloud, and Sales Cloud. 

Which three recommendations should a Solution Architect make to ensure features are enabled without impacting user
efficiency? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Give users a way to raise support tickets for new features they do not understand. 

B. Give users the ability to opt-out of any new feature they dislike. 

C. Fully document all customizations added to the system. 

D. Communicate and train users on new features. 

E. Ensure development, training, and production environments are in place. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) has a global support model and would like to open up a text message channel to support
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maintenance supervisors in countries around the world. UC also wants to leverage messaging to market to its business
partners, and be able to track open and click-through rates just like it does with email campaigns. 

What should a Solution Architect recommend to UC? 

A. Utilize Service Cloud and LiveMessage. 

B. Utilize Service Cloud Email to Text Message. 

C. Embed third-party messenger tools. 

D. Utilize Marketing Cloud and MobileConnect. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is currently using Salesforce CPQ and would like to implement B2B Commerce Classes.
NTO uses a Partner Community to allow partners to build complex bundles to provide detailed quotes to clients. NTO
also wants to ensure that it does not have to maintain two databases of products. 

Which two considerations should a Solution Architect keep in mind about the CPQ B28 Commerce Connector when
synchronizing Product and Price data? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. The connector lets you sync simple products with a flat price. 

B. The connector does not support syncing complex CPQ bundles. 

C. Discount schedules from CPQ will sync to discounts and promotions m B2B Commerce Classic 

D. The connector is a two-way sync for product and pricing logic. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) wants to ensure its field technicians are interacting with customers in a professional manner.
The sales department already uses a third-party survey tool. Which action should a Solution Architect recommend for
UC to enab4e service managers to track customer satisfaction based on the technician and the job? 

A. Use the existing survey tool by integrating the responses to the Service Appointment and Service Resource record. 

B. Build a Salesforce Survey to send out after each service appointment and integrate that data with the third-party
survey tool. 

C. Select an AppExchange app that sends a survey to each customer after a work order is completed. 

D. Use the existing survey tool by integrating the responses to Case number and User record. 

Correct Answer: A 
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